The devastation from climate disasters from the recent powerful Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and María brings new attention to the economics of climate change. Neither rich nor poor are exempt from — nor prepared for — their potential for extreme disruption. For those in the path of such mega-storms, their scale, intensity, pace and frequency are definitive for any level of adaptive resilience.

For the Caribbean, preparing for and managing climate risks and vulnerabilities is an essential planning and development challenge, given the scientific outlook for the region’s climate for this century. The 2017 hurricane season has made this clear, with its severe impacts on many Caribbean islands. The enormity of the economic and human costs and losses in Puerto Rico¹ — its moderately complex economy (2016 GDP: $103 billion)² shattered, the prolonged collapse of its entire electricity system, the vast social and economic upheaval, and uncertain future prospects — provide a lens into what’s at stake.

Facing the extreme consequences of these mega-storms and their unacceptably costly disruptions, marginal economics seems inadequate. What are proper economic analyses of their abrupt and massive impacts and their lasting consequences? Facing the prospect of continued intense hurricanes, what is the value of an acceptable level of resilience and how much is it worth investing in achieving it?

*Ramón Bueno studies climate change and development impacts in their socioeconomic context. The author would like to thank Jonathan M. Harris and Anne-Marie Codur for their comments on a previous draft. Your comments may be sent to gdae@tufts.edu.
Sustainability and climate resilience

Climate scientists say these powerful storms will be a larger share of the annual mix in the region, with current trends showing increased frequency and intensity. Warmer atmosphere and ocean waters in the tropics provide the conditions for these mega-storms to form, and when they do they can form quickly and intensify rapidly. The same “cauldron” just as easily can give rise to several major storms in a row, as occurred during the 2017 season. What would more similarly extreme hurricanes mean to the Houston area, to southern Florida, but especially to the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico and the other impacted Caribbean islands?

Powerful storms are not the only growing climate challenge that Puerto Rico and the Caribbean face. The same warming of waters that feeds more powerful hurricanes also raises ocean levels, a concern for the islands they surround; not only coastal erosion and shoreline losses (a problem for much coastal development), but also the further inland reach of storm surges, all the more so with the added energy of mega-storms. Current hot weather year-round will include more days and nights with higher temperatures, a trend observed for over half a century. There are plenty of temperature-related health concerns, and longer heat waves have greater impact especially on more vulnerable sectors of the population (children, older people, those without cooling, or with certain medical conditions, for example). Increased solar exposure means decreased productivity in outdoor work and reduced recreational value outdoors. Extremes in precipitation and in drought are both increasing in frequency.

In Puerto Rico, the context for all this is an island deep in debt after many years of economic troubles, with high poverty rates, saddled with the costly, aging infrastructure of a bankrupt energy system with decades of inadequate and poor management and maintenance; its centralized nature made it highly vulnerable to island-wide disruption. Irma and then María were the perversely “perfect storms” that exposed the enormous cost of low climate resilience.

There is a path toward greater adaptation capacity and climate resilience that calls for a level of social, environmental, and economic balance, in which these elements are in some form of harmony, or at least not at cross purposes. The scope and nature of the emergency in Puerto Rico highlights the role of two important issues: the design and condition of the energy system infrastructure and the degree of socioeconomic poverty and inequality.

A transition out of fossil fuels toward a more robust decentralized energy system, designed and built to meet the challenge of extreme storms from a changing climate, is the ticket to a healthier economy with lower energy costs in the long run. Seeking and leveraging the highest degree of co-benefits along economic, environmental and social dimensions is essential.
Socioeconomic and climate justice

Climate justice is a particularly acute matter in the Caribbean. There is an extra dimension to the scope and level of damages and costs, in the short term and especially in the long run, resulting from the prevailing levels of socioeconomic inequality. Nature doesn’t care nor discriminate — the injustice comes from what the storms come across their way over those islands: the distribution and condition of the people who live there and their socioeconomic context.

Much of the Caribbean has been building and accumulating climate disaster risks for a long time. The rapid pace of development in Puerto Rico during the second half of the past century produced many inadequate structures (in type and/or location), most along the coasts but also in towns in the mountainous interior. Puerto Rican scientists have been warning about unfettered coastal construction for a long time.

But the overall destruction of homes, neighborhoods, and impacts on the livelihood and health of their residents is much greater because of and in proportion to the levels of poverty and inequality. Serious upheaval can be temporary for some with the resources to deal with the situation, temporarily relocate if necessary, go without income for a time...yet completely devastate the lives of others who lose the little they have, plus income or jobs they simply cannot do without, etc.

It is not hard to imagine how much less damage, how quicker the recovery, how much less tragedy and fewer resources needed to repair and recover, if most families and homes approached the safety and preparedness of middle class households. Besides basic fairness and justice, investing in reducing inequalities is more productive, and brings even higher long-term returns to society, in places facing recurring climate challenges of great scale and intensity.

Puerto Rico before the storms

Puerto Rico had been in a prolonged economic crisis for more than a decade, since well before the global “Great Recession.” Large-scale job losses fed a growing exodus to the mainland (now surging after María), while debts grew to insolvency. The economic model under which Puerto Rico industrialized and developed during the second half of the 20th century ran its course, then went off the rails when Congress phased out the enabling favorable corporate tax treatments. The island's debt is about $74 billion, plus $53 billion in unfunded pension liabilities. Congress established the Financial Oversight and Management Board in 2016, with
the Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act (PROMESA), “a process for restructuring debt, and expedited procedures for approving critical infrastructure projects.” Debate on the island's colonial status is sure to intensify.

Reliable power is the lifeblood of the highly electrified Puerto Rican economy, with the public Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) at the heart of it. PREPA's evolution is woven into the island's economic development and industrialization since the early 20th century. It is the island's main employer, with over 6,000 employees (despite a 30% decline in recent years). PREPA declared bankruptcy in July 2017, with its share of the public debt at ~$9 US billion plus over $2 billion in underfunded pension obligations. How it came to bankruptcy is a long story, but it was not a surprise; the collapse of electricity system with September's hurricanes was no surprise either. PREPA's electricity system had become brittle from old age and inadequate maintenance, planning and management, as documented for the Puerto Rico Energy Commission (PREC) in November 2016. Control of PREPA and its planning for the future is part of the evolving (sometimes conflictive) relationship between the Oversight Board, the governor, and legislature of the island.

The 2017 storms: María, after Irma

Puerto Rico was spared direct impacts from the most powerful hurricanes for nearly a century, the main exceptions being Hugo in 1989 and Georges in 1998 (both Category 3). On September 6, 2017, the eye of Category 5 Irma just missed the main island (not as lucky were the smaller Vieques and Culebra islands). Damage estimates were in the billion-dollar range; electric power was knocked out across the island for over one million people. But less than two weeks later, with Puerto Rico barely back on its feet, María cut a destructive path diagonally through the center of the island.

María started as a tropical storm on Saturday, September 16, and hit Dominica as Category 5 on Monday, only 15 hours after being Category 1 in strength. By Wednesday, September 20, it struck Puerto Rico’s southeast, winds just below the threshold into Category 4. There were sustained wind speeds of 155 mph over part of its path through the island, and of 120-130 mph over much of it. Precipitation was over 20 inches over much of the island and more in many places, up to 3 feet or so. Landslides destroyed many bridges and roads, and took or displaced many hillside homes. It is said to be tenth in intensity among recorded Atlantic hurricanes (the second was Irma).
Energy: core of the economy

Electricity generation two months after María was barely at the 50% level. With promises of reaching 95% by mid-December, it was 64.7% on December 15. The end-use availability of that energy, however, was lower and highly uneven since the transmission (especially over the mountains) and distribution system sustained the worst damages. News reports have detailed the severity and urgency of disrupted critical services, from potable water availability to hospital and other medical services, police and fire protection, food distribution and refrigeration, air conditioning, and all other educational and economic activity.

With the urgent priority to restore electricity to as many and as soon as possible, repairs to existing electric system facilities and equipment focused especially on the fallen or destroyed power lines of the transmission and distribution system. Merely rebuilding “as was,” however, means reproducing the very vulnerability to extreme weather events seen in the now crippled island.

Aside from increasingly vulnerable and unreliable power, Puerto Rico’s steep electricity costs — two to three times the average in the mainland states of the U.S. (only higher in Hawaii) — represent an even greater “effective energy burden” to the population and the island’s economy; this has been a serious drag on the island’s household, business and government activity for decades. Simply: paying double the prices of the U.S. mainland average with roughly half the average purchasing power of Mississippi effectively means Puerto Ricans carry quadruple the power burden vs. the average counterpart in that state.

A key electricity price component is the “pass through” of the costs of expensive imported fossil fuels at prices that can change greatly in any year – PREPA’s fuel import costs were $1.2 billion in the 2015-16 fiscal year (ending June 2016), down from a high of $2.9 billion for FY2011-12. Such volatility makes reliable long-term planning harder for all and syphons a lot of money out of the local economy. Conversely, every dollar saved from the billions annually paid to foreigners would circulate locally instead, a stimulus. Households could afford more of the greater supply of goods and services that business with a lower energy bill can provide – not to mention the “global good” imperative to reduce fossil fuel emissions quickly (to reduce the likelihood of extreme weather phenomena, like María).

Fossil fuels are also the lifeblood of the transportation sector so important to everyone in Puerto Rico (with more vehicles per capita and per square mile than most places in the world). Transportation emissions join those from power plants in their global
warming duties. Unlike power plants, whose emissions mainly affect the health of the families who live near them, breathing transportation emissions is common, more so in the many areas of dense traffic (though there are cities in the world with greater traffic and traffic jams, San Juan competes well). Respiratory diseases triggered or worsened by power plant and vehicle emissions come with higher medical costs and other losses for those who are afflicted the most. Gradually expanded and improved public transportation and planning for a future with electric vehicles when they become more affordable would have real long-term value here.

Fallen trees, power poles and lines, broken or collapsed roads and bridges mean that electricity can’t be delivered where it is needed. The massive disruption in transportation also complicates deliveries of essential goods from the ports, including the very fuel that keeps backup generators running at key facilities like hospitals and for those lucky enough financially to afford them. Hence, recovery is slow, tentative, and extremely incremental, and must focus first on essential services like hospitals, water and sewers, security, etc.

“Build back better” has to mean more than merely replacing downed power lines and poles and restarting the power generation plants. The current fuel and energy supply chains are overly centralized and not redundant or robust enough to avoid paralysis when a strong shock disables them. The cost of an economy paralyzed for weeks and months is prohibitive. Unchecked, the accelerated exodus from the island will continue to deplete the talent base in the island. One report from November 17 lists over 168,000 people left for Florida, with another 100,000 already booked for Orlando alone by year’s end; other estimates could double that by 2020.

A resilient electricity system?

Emerging from this crisis, some lessons are coming into focus, centered on building resilience in the power system:

• a distributed, networked system of electric micro-grids needs to grow and evolve around the existing legacy conventional capacity, to limit and minimize the degree of disruptions from severe shocks (components detaching selective-
fully when impacted, without risking the entire system)

- full-participation by households, businesses, and other institutions in energy conservation and efficiency programs (the cheapest form of energy savings comes from avoided use)\textsuperscript{12}

- a growing share of renewable energy sources with appropriate energy storage solutions

- new smart grid functionality to optimize and coordinate demand and supply-side management options as the grid evolves

- true resilience means that all components of the electricity system have to be designed, built, or upgraded to withstand the highest storm intensities possible

- moving away from fossil fuel imports as a strong stimulus to the economy, freeing up significant resources for other priorities.

Because of the higher electricity costs in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean, solutions that reduce costly fuel imports are economical, much earlier, than in other more competitive places. The potential for large fuel savings and reduced volatility of prices from greater use of renewable sources can stabilize and lower electricity prices, a long-term stimulus to the economy and to improved investment prospects. A gradual carbon-tax, properly designed to offset its burden on those least economically able, can speed along the transition.

A growing share of renewable energy sources (today solar and wind, others in the future when they become economically viable, e.g., marine energy sources) integrated with expanding energy storage capacity — both built and installed to “high-category” storm strength standards — provides “resilience services,” reducing the scope of the power outage gaps (in scale, locations, and duration of impacts and disruptions):

- Ample storage capacity can allow essential services to be strategically extended for a critical time when power generation is lost, enough to mobilize resources better where needed and to prepare for unavoidable consequences.

- Surviving hardened capacity in solar and wind resources that can snap back into service quicker in the wake of damaging storms can restore activity to local communities, or at least the same essential services while the rest of the system is worked on.

“Smart” energy grid functionality, rooted in a digital information and analytic web, can support flexible demand management and system responses based on changing conditions and short-term supply and demand forecasts. But the regulatory and energy market policy design has to incentivize and synchronize producers and consumers via dynamic price signals, responsive to locational and temporal changes in both supply and demand.
Conclusion

The post-María challenge in Puerto Rico is daunting because of its multiple dimensions: financial, economic, infrastructural, social, climate/environmental. There are equally great opportunities to emerge from this crisis with a more resilient grounding for a sustainable economy. Like many other Caribbean islands, Puerto Rico has no choice but to invest in much greater readiness and resilience facing extreme climactic events of great destructive power.

The electricity system at the core of the island’s economy has to transform itself into a modern, flexible decentralized smart network of coupled micro-grids, with an expanding share of renewable energy sources and energy storage growing around the legacy infrastructure. It has to minimize the extent of island-wide losses in essential services during extreme shocks. A shift away from costly and volatile fossil fuel imports over time will bring greater energy security, free up significant financial resources to circulate within the local economy, help reduce and stabilize electricity rates, and stimulate all sectors. Fewer greenhouse gas emissions will contribute to improved air quality and health, and to avoided medical costs while providing the island’s share of the global effort to contain the very global warming that affects islands like Puerto Rico so disproportionately.

It is not only a technological and economic challenge, however, but also a political one. The quality of governance in Puerto Rican institutions, both political and administrative, created the conditions for the post-María calamity the island is in. This has been especially true of PREPA for a very long time. There has been much talk of privatization as an answer, but there are other applicable models probably better suited for Puerto Rico. A perennial “captive market” for imports from the U.S. ($25 billion in 2016 goods alone), Puerto Rico’s economy does not need more funds flowing out of the island to outside owners buying assets at depressed bargain prices. At a minimum, mixed local equity or participation is needed. There are other models to learn and blend from that deliver reliable and affordable electricity: cooperative, municipal, substantial community-based assets, etc. More importantly: effective transparency and accountability that earns the sustained trust and buy-in from the population.

These storms’ rapid intensification to high-category force is noteworthy also because the conditions for sustained, deep warmer waters that enabled it are the expected trend in the region. This brings its own dimension and implications for readiness and preparedness, beyond efficient and timely tracking of storm trajectories and intensity: improved rapid response capacity and mobilization of resources, and ample and sustained communication with a population that is well-informed and knowledgeable about their availability and how to access them. This is critical for people of lesser mobility or physical agility. Inadequacy in this temporal regard can be extremely costly.
Finally, the achievable resilience is limited by a high level of poverty and socioeconomic inequality. Investing in reducing both is not only good from a social justice perspective, but “good business” with high societal returns in the context of extreme regional climate phenomena – much less damage and disruption when disasters strike, quicker recovery from them, and ultimately fewer resources needed. Jointly tackling energy system resilience and high energy costs, greenhouse gas emissions, and inequality feed a virtuous cycle much better than only one or another (or none).16

Endnotes

1 While the focus here is on Puerto Rico, other Caribbean islands suffered enormous impacts from Irma or María, especially Dominica and Barbuda, but also the U.S. Virgin Islands, British Virgin Islands, St. Martin, Turks and Caicos, Anguilla and others, as well as much larger ones like Cuba.

2 Poorer in per capita terms than all 50 states U.S., Puerto Rico has the highest per capita income in Latin America (both in nominal or “purchasing power parity” terms).


9 A year before María, power went down for three days in most of the island after a power plant fire (https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/sep/23/puerto-rico-electricity-returns-outage). The island experiences a power outage rate several times that of any mainline utility.
All fuel and most food is imported, at higher prices due to restrictions by law requiring shipping in vessels built, owned and operated by U.S. citizens (Jones Act). See Fuel Cost (in millions) to the right, from “PUERTO RICO ELECTRIC POWER AUTHORITY Power Revenue Bonds, Series 2013A”, p. 49. See also Fuel Cost from the June Monthly Reports for 2014, 2015, 2016, under Financial Information, in https://www.aeepr.com/INVESTORS/:

$2,345 million FY 2013-14,
$1,894.857 million FY 2014-15,
$1,210.5 million FY 2015-16.
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